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&ro &1.8 MHz and 2. 2 MHz &~
0 MHz precisely where structure" is observed in the data of
Richards et al. We take this agreement to confirm our belief that the ('He), molecules move
bvo dimensionally as x, 0 and to confirm the
choice IJ~l=0. 6 MHz.
An interesting feature of the experimental data'
is that 50/o of the spectral density is at low frequency, ~ &10' Hz, and 50% is in the large-~
structure discussed in this paper. I. (M) as shown
in Fig. 2 accounts for just 50% of the total spec-

-

,

tral density at co& 0. Thus the planar calculation
of T, (&u) is in good quantitative agreement with
experiment. The planar calculation has an additional 33% of the spectral density in a 0 function
at ro = 0. The remaining 17% of the total would be
found by considering neighbors other than nearest and is expected to contribute to the u= 0 region. The 6 function is expected to be broadened
to about 10 MHz by complex and slow motions
we have not considered here.
A complete description of the T, (~) data, requires a combination of two dimensional motion,
motion
hindered rotations, and three-dimensional
with the latter two providing a bit more background density than the two-dimensional motion
in L, 2(&u) seems to account for by itself at the concentrations studied by Richards et al.
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Experiments based on an analogy to the ac Josephson effect have shown in both ~He-A
He-E that a pairing theory of the superfluidity of He is essentially correct. Additional observations of parallel ringing are not in agreement with the simple "pendulum
models" used to describe nonlinear dynamic magnetic effects.
and

According to current theoretical concepts' as
supported by experiment, ' superfluid 'He consists
of one or more interpenetrating and weakly coupled supefluids as well as a normal fluid. A BCSlike pairing theory is used to describe the supertripletand
fluidity with'He-A having both
paired superfluids and 'He-B both of these plus
an && paired superfluid as well. The weak cou&&
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pling between superfluids is provided by a coherent dipolar interaction. En the present work we
have attempted to test the pairing theory by performing an experiment analogous to the one described by Josephson' for two weakly coupled superconductors with a potential difference V between them and a resulting ac supercurrent of
frequency 2eV/h. In the case of 'He the sudden
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application of a field 4H decreases the chemical
potential of
pairs by y@MI, increases the
chemical potential of && pairs by y@4H, and leaves
that of && pairs unchanged. Since the analog of
the barrier supercurrent in supercanductivity
is
a transfer of correlated pairs from one superfluid to another or a change of magnetization, we
might expect that a sudden field change 4H would
lead to a ringing of the magnetization at angular
frequency 2ybH in 'He-A and a ringing at both
ybH and 2yAH in 'He-B. These are actually upper limits since transfer of pairs reduces the
chemical potential differences between the different superfluids. But since the pair transfer rate
occurs at the temperature-dependent
parallel
ringing frequency' while y4II may in principle be
as large as we please it should be possible as T
T, to observe the 2yLH ringing frequency. Detailed theoretical calculations of the ringing frequencies fz for such experiments for arbitrary
4H have been worked out by Maki and collaborators. ' ' Comparison with their theory will also
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be possible.
Because of the demonstrated importance of geometry" ' we made measurements both in a quasi-ideal geometry for 'He-A: a long rectangular
cavity 1 mmx10 mm in section with both steady
field Ho and 4H in the long direction and parallel
to the walls; and in a quasi-ideal geometry for
'He-B: a stack of parallel plates 5 mm in diameter with 0.46 mm separation and a 1.3-mm-diam
thermal-contact hole in the center and with both
Ho and MI normal to the plates. For each geometry both II, and &H were provided by the same
long Nb solenoid, sensing of 'He magnetization
was by an astatic pair of Nb coils connected to a
160-MHz rf-biased superconducting quantum-interference device (SQUID), and shielding was provided by a Nb shield. The ratio of field to current for each solenoid was measured by a Bi
probe. Thermometry was by a small cerium
magnesium nitrate (CMN) thermometer at a distance from the ringing areas but thermally coupled as tightly to them as possible with provisional absolute temperatures obtained as in Ref. 2.
Refrigeration of the 'He was achieved using powdered CMN. Observations of ringing Periods
were made using a calibrated oscilloscope time
delay with visual signal averaging to obtain the
times of extrema in the ringing pattern. Thus,
we looked for any possible sign of relaxation in
the form of a changing period with time. Finally,
where necessary the temperature was stabilized
to ca. 0.1 p K for adequately long-time intervals.
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FIG. 1. Frequencies of the driven parallel ringing
mode near T, for two geometries. (a) Parallel plates:
(A, 22.0 bar), ~; (B, 20.7 bar), 0; (b) rectangular
cavity: (A, 22.0 bar), ~; (I3, 20.7 bar), O. f~ near
T is ca. 80 khz. fj, =8.8 x 10 (1 —T/T~) kHz; f~
0 x 10 (1 —T/T~) kHz .

-9.

The results of our experiments on the driven
mode, the ringing which results when yLRH/2n is
large compared to the linear or temperature-dependent frequencies f„or fs observed when &H is
sufficiently small, are shown in Fig. 1. For all
these data H, was 15 to 20 G. Measurements on
the A phase were made at 22.0 bar, somewhat
above the polycritical point (PCP), and on the B
phase at 20.7 bar, somewhat below the PCP, so
that both A and B phases could be compared in
the same geometry at nearly the same pressure.
The decrease of ringing frequency f~ with increasing 1 -T/T, presumably reflects the increasing
effect of the actual transport of correlated particles from one superfluid to another although the
expected' ' linear decrease is not demonstrated.
The limiting value of 2&fs/yEH is equal to 2 with. in our experimental accuracy and precision for
both A and B fluids in both geometries. The observation of a factor of 2 is strong evidence for
the pairing hypothesis used in BCS-like theories
of the superfluid states of 'He.
Typical results for nonlinear ringing in He-A
for both geometries are shown in Fig. 2. The the-
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FIG. 2. Nonlinear ringing in 3He-A at 22 bar for the
—
rectangular cavity, 1 —T/T =0.010, fz 19.6 kHz, O;—
and for parallel plates, 1 —T/T, = 0.018, fz= 22.2 kHz,
~ . Simple theory gives the dashed line. Hinging up and
down occurred observably in the range y&H/2m' of,
respectively, from 0.92 to 1.0 and from 1.0 to 1.1.
Points plotted are for the earliest observations after
turn-off.

shown by the dashed lines, predicts that fs
-ory,0 when
yhH =2sf„, where f„ is the linear ring-

ing frequency. Indeed just below ybH/2&f~ = 1 the
frequency has decreased and increases (relaxes)
with time. Somewhat above y ~/2&f& = 1, excluding the peak, the frequency decreases with time.
A quantitative analysis of this relaxation has been
done by Ambegaokar and Levy, who accounted
for its principal features. For y&H/2&fJ, ~0.9 we
observe no relaxation while fs/f„ is considerably
larger than theory for both geometries. Just
above y&H/2&f„= 1 we observe in the rectangular
cavity vocal high-frequency signals, probably
from a nonuniform mode. These appear only in
Attempts to make quantitaa small range of
tive observations have been frustrated by irreproducibilities, conceivably due to very slight
temperature changes, indicating an uncontrolled
variable. Only a vestige of the high-frequency
mode is observable in the parallel-plate geome-

'

~.

FIG. B. Nonlinear ringing in He-B at 20.7 bar for
parallel plates, 1 —T/T = 0.0040, f~ = 19.8 kHz, 0; and
for rectangular cavity, 1 —T/T, =0.0045, fe=20. 1 kHz,
g . The inset shows the oscillatory mode with a 5& vertical scale and the same horizontal scale. Simple theory gives the dashed line. Hinging Up and down, respectively, below and above the second minimum of the oscillatory modes was observable only in the range of
yDH/2'~ of from 1.1 to 2.4 for the plates and from 0.8
to 1.8 for the rectangular cavity. Within these ranges
the earliest observation. after turn-off is plotted.

try. For higher drive 4H we move onto the driven mode. Except in the vicinity of yhH/2'„=1
the discrepancy between theory and experiment
is not caused by relaxation.
Nonlinear ringing in He-B for both geometries
is shown in Fig. 3 with the simple theory for
ideal geometry shown as a dashed line. Although
two minima are observed they are closer together and at a higher 4H than predicted by theory.
Again the frequency remains near the linear value up to high values of &B with no relaxation being observable for
2~fs. A weak high-frequency, probably nonuniform, geometry-dependent mode is again observed for a small range of
4H above the second minimum. The characteristics of such modes are again irreproducible. The
observation that geometry does not grossly affect
the oscillatory modes, those for f„/fs «1, suggests that an uncertain texture is not the source
of the discrepancy between theory and experiment.
The concept of the experiments presented here
is indeed very simple. The dipolar energy coupling the superfluids is analogous for 'He-A to
the gravitational energy of a simple pendulum

y~~

'
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for 'He-B to that of two simple pendula coupled so that the angle of rotation of one is bvice
that oi the other (Ref. 2, Fig. 34). The action of
suddenly turning the field off is analogous to giving the mechanical system an initial angular impulse or an initial incremental energy. The limiting driven modes correspond to such a large initial impulse that the angular velocities scarcely
and

depend on potential energy; the minima in f~ correspond to the impulse being just large enough to
put the system on a potential energy maximum
[there are two of different heights for the BalianWerthamer (BW) state]; and the oscillatory modes
result when the initial energy increment is not
large enough to overcome the maximum potential
energy difference. The linear ringing and resonance frequencies (small bH) depend on the curvature of the dipolar energy E& with respect to
phase at minima of E~. Although there still exist
we have shown" in the present
discrepancies,
plate geometry that the ratio of B to A linear frequencies is in reasonable agreement with the Anderson-Brinkman-Morel
(ABM) and BW assignments for the A and B phases in agreement with

'"

Gsheroff's conclusions" from his work at melting pressure. Thus, in at least one of our present geometries the apparent relative curvatures
of ED for the A and B phases are consistent with
the simple picture. It is thus significant that the
nonlinear response is not consistent with the simple model and further that this conclusion is only
weakly affected by geometry and not affected by
relaxation' except near the minima of fs. On the
other hand, the spin-tipping experiments of Osheroff and Corruccini' also sense the full dependence of dipolar energy on angle and, as interpreted by Brinkman and Smith, appear to give
good agreement with the simple theory. Their
experiments, performed at melting pressure,
are however different from the present ones in
that the magnetization and hence a property of
the fluid is suddenly changed rather than the magnetic field, as in the present work. Other substantial discrepancies exist: (1) The frequency
of the wall-pinned mode extrapolated to zero
time" is in quantitative disagreement with the

"
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simple theory while all other characteristics fit
current ideas. (2) There is a significant difference between [)(„—
)(s(T)]/)(„, the susceptibility
change in the B phase relative to that of the normal liquid, as determined by spin resonance'0'2
and statically', this discrepancy has been observed again in the ideal geometry of parallel
plates in the present apparatus. All these results suggest that there may be more effects
coming into play, possibly in orbital or collective degrees of freedom, than have been considered in the simple theory.
%e are indebted to Professor V. Ambegaokar,
Professor J. Bardeen, Professor A. J. Leggett,
and Professor K. Maki for helpful discussions on
various parts of this work.
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